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Abstract. This paper presents proposals on how to apply software prod-

uct lines in the context of smart buildings control systems. Our study is
held in the context of the RIDER (Research for IT as a Driver of EneRgy
eciency) project, which is led by a consortium of several companies and
research laboratories.
The paper highlights various issues, including issues related to traceability, variability and automatic transformations in our specic application
context. It then proposes solutions to apply existing concepts like feature
diagrams, model-driven transformations and component-based architectures, or appropriate extensions of these concepts, in this context.
Furthermore, we globally propose an approach to federate the various
components involved in smart buildings, and to capitalize on the developed IT components by reusing them at the lower cost in the construction
of future buildings.
Key words: Smart buildings, feature diagrams, traceability, model trans-

formations

1 Introduction
Nowadays, buildings are responsible for huge energy consumption sometimes
because of wrong, or not optimized machinery control. For instance, cooling an
empty room during the summer is useless and represents an energy waste. Installing a presence detector would be an ecient way to detect when to engage
the cooling system. Instrumenting buildings to track and solve wrong usage of
energy management systems, will result in using energy more eciently and
therefore stop wasting it. Such instrumented buildings are called smart buildings. Their particularity is that they allow gathering information from dierent

systems (e.g. Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) or room occupation agenda) to optimize their settings in order to enhance building energy
eciency.
In this paper we propose an approach to federate the various components
involved in smart buildings, and to capitalize on the developed IT components
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by reusing them at a lower cost in the construction of future buildings. We
achieve this goal by using software product lines methodology for:




gathering domain knowledge from the dierent stakeholders, and managing
the whole software life-cycle of smart buildings related projects.
modelling IT infrastructure necessary for instrumenting a building and
analysing related data.
This leads us to describe how we could generate some parts of the IT in-

frastructure thanks to feature diagrams. We illustrate our approach in a modeldriven perspective and use the principles of the model transformation ([1,2]).
Another key aspect of our project is to enable traceability through developed IT
artefacts, domain models and feature diagrams in order to be able to manage
domain specic and IT concepts as a whole. This research is done in the context

3

of the RIDER project .
Smart buildings, or houses, are buildings instrumented with specialized equip-

ment, e.g. sensors and controllers (as presented in the home automation example
in [3]), in order to enable their optimization according to specied criteria. Some
challenges associated with this domain consist in optimizing building management equipment operations to enhance the global energy eciency, and reusing
IT components from one building to another to reduce costs. This leads us to
think of a specic building instrumentation as a product derived from a building
product line.
Software Product Lines are dened by Pohl et al. in [3] as a paradigm to develop

software applications (software-intensive systems and software products) using
platforms and mass customisation. Using platforms requires implementing and
reusing reusable software artefacts in order to t to specic client needs at a
lower cost. This helps building customisable applications and implies using a
strict approach for identifying variations. This last concept requires being able
to specify commonalities and variation points associated to each modelling artefact produced during software development life cycle, including requirements,
architecture, components and tests artefacts.
Section 2 describes the project's context. Section 3 presents how domain issues will be addressed thanks to software product lines concepts. We also describe
which methodology will inspire us to solve challenges identied in the project
and how we can gather requirements, specic domain vocabulary, domain models and software architecture. Section 4 discusses how will be concretely implemented software product lines in the project. This will be described in depth
by specifying the software levels impacted by the product lines approach, the
link between product line artefacts and the project IT architecture, and nally
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The RIDER project (Research for IT as a Driver of EneRgy eciency) is led by
a consortium of several companies and research laboratories, including IBM and
the LIRMM laboratory, interested in improving building energy eciency by instrumenting it.
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the link between the product line and the domain models. The conclusion and
perspectives section sums up how model driven engineering approaches could be
applied to software product lines in the smart buildings context.

2 Specication of the Smart Buildings Context
This section describes the specic constraints related to smart buildings and,
more specically, the RIDER project. We will present details of modelling an
instrumented building.

2.1

Global Issues

Smart building energy optimization addresses various building management related activities such as energetics experts, Building Management System (BMS)
manufacturers, electronics engineers, etc. Instrumenting such a heterogeneous
domain to satisfy every stakeholder and to be able to furnish pertinent optimisation scenarios is a complex task. It requires a very close collaboration between
partners and a very modular and reusable IT architecture.
This context raises several questions. How to unite partners around a common domain vocabulary described in IT models ? How to adapt IT infrastructure
to interface with such large numbers of BMS, sensor types, building architectures ? Clients can have very dierent expectations from an instrumented smart
building in function of their practical and nancial requirements. Furthermore,
the environment can aect the way a building can be optimized, i.e. buildings
in Delhi will take advantage of dierent climate specicities than ones in Stockholm. How to represent and deal with such variations ?
Hence, software product lines looks to be a very appropriate approach in
order to ease reuse of the IT optimization infrastructure deployed on a pilot
building and to unite the heterogeneous points of view around a generic and
extensible IT architecture.
The software product lines feature diagrams are trees representing the main
functions of the system. They are understandable by all stakeholders thanks to
their simplicity. This is a good medium to communicate ideas between them.
Another argument in favour of software product lines, as outlined in [4], is
that it has a strong impact on quality of resulting software. Indeed, it is built
upon mature and proved components which implies lower number of defects,
hence the resulting systems are more reliable and more secure.

2.2

Excerpt of the RIDER Project Context

This project's purpose is to achieve, thanks to IT, the interconnection of several
elds linked to smart buildings. It encompasses specic domain elds, such as
energetics, building automation, electronics, etc.. First of all this intelligent
coordination of systems must be brought by IT through which we want to implement functionalities such as:
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Analysis of monitored data
Visualization of monitored data
Energy eciency scenarios application
These features require having a model of the physical components (sensors

and actuators) placed in the building and retrieving monitored data as shown
in Figure 1. The monitored information stream is generally reported by a BMS

Fig. 1. RIDER data acquisition from a building

whose role is to automate basic building management functions based on the
data acquired by the sensors.
To sum up, we want to assemble concepts coming from dierent domains
related to buildings that were not communicating to each other, and to develop
software components adaptable to the existing instrumentation facilities and
communication interfaces.

3 Domain Analysis with the Help of Software Product
Lines Engineering Concepts
As said before, many players are involved in smart building projects. Hence, it
is necessary to have a good methodology to acquire information about what can
change from one building to another.

Existing Product Line Approaches for Analysing a System

As presented

in FODA [5] all stakeholders must be involved in the three phases composing
the domain analysis process:
1. Context analysis to dene the domain context.
2. Domain modelling to describe the problems addressed by software in this
domain. It also provides the features of the software, standard vocabulary of
the domain experts, documentation and generic software requirements.
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3. Architecture modelling to establish the structure of software implementation in the domain to help developers. This architecture can guide to build
libraries of reusable components.
Features can be linked to artefacts created during each one of these phases.
As described in FORM [6] features can be classied according to the type of
information they represent. We classify features into the following categories, or
layers:



Application capabilities features characterize distinct services, operations,

functions, and the performance that an application may possess (e.g. opti-



mizing heaters accordingly to users preferences).
Operating environment features represent the attributes of the environment

in which an application is used and operated (e.g. operating system, software




platform such as IBM Tivoli c used for managing and monitoring systems).
Domain technology features represent implementation details, at a low and

technical level, specic to a given domain (e.g. HVAC valve control).
Implementation technique features describe technical details that could be

used in other computer science areas (e.g. wireless sensor communication
protocol).
Each of these layers will require the participation of the project stakeholders.
By using this classication, we can establish feature diagrams that will target
specic descriptive needs. Furthermore, we will use the software product line
framework cited in several books ([4,3]) and dened in [7].
We can observe that each layer can be associated to one or several framework steps. Application capabilities are close to domain requirements and product
management steps. Figure 2 gives a small example of the kind of feature we can

expect in the context of smart buildings. The feature called RIDER is the root
feature (concept explained by Czarnecki et al. in [8]). We can derive from it two
mandatory features named Intelligence and Building management system interface. Intelligence feature contains Visualization, Data analysis and Building
management scenarios sub features representing three possible dierent ways to

enhance the management of instrumented buildings. The Building management
system interface feature encompass the basic functionalities necessary to inter-

face the RIDER system to a BMS. Its two sub features shows that it is possible
to acquire data from a building and to send orders to it. They are not mandatory but not choosing them would drastically restrict Intelligence sub features
choice. Indeed, constraints relationships are not shown on this diagram but we
can assume that Data analysis and Building management scenarios require the
Data acquisition feature.
Operating environment and Implementation technique are related to domain
design and realisation. Figure 3 shows a very global view of the RIDER architec-

ture. Software products will be chosen to carry out the functionalities expected
from each box. These products would be described in the operating environment
layer ; the way information is transmitted from the BMS to the RIDER system
would be associated to the Implementation technique layer.
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Fig. 2. Excerpt of a feature diagram related to buildings domain (all feature diagrams

of this paper are created with Waterloo University feature modelling eclipse plug-in)

Fig. 3. RIDER architecture example
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Feature diagrams would be a great help for allowing all dierent domain
experts to express the dierences between the requirements concerning the IT
infrastructure thanks to a non IT language. Indeed, we want to keep a traceability
through all steps by linking feature diagrams together in order to be able to
check, e.g. whether client requirements are fullled by architectural choices.

Existing Approaches and New Propositions to Capitalize upon Domain Knowledge A further work in our approach would be to base domain
models upon feature diagrams describing their semantics with domain vocabulary. This would help all stakeholders to understand and communicate with
each other with a common language and make UML models semantics accessible to non specialist users. Hence we could link functionalities throughout several
domain models and requirements specications (e.g. building components like
HVAC and thermal regulation concept).
Many enhancements have been made to the initial feature diagrams presented
in FODA [5]. Fey et al. [9] introduced feature sets in order to group features from
an arbitrary point of view. This can help domain experts to categorize the functionalities they expect from their domain model. Zhang et al [10] added features
binding time property to specify when the feature must be either implemented

or removed. We plan to extend this functionality to be able to check partially
customized feature models to allow the dierent domain experts to choose the
features that t to their needs or practical possibilities.
Traceability links could be used to check whether implemented domain artefacts are consistent with the expected enhancements of the smart building. The
requirement changes could be easily modelled directly by feature diagrams.
Hence, feature choice would directly have an inuence on the IT infrastructure. Figure 4 presents an excerpt of a feature diagram describing the kind
of functionalities that we can expect from a building equipped with a BMS.
HVAC and Lights features represent systems that can be managed in a build-

ing. Their respective sub-features are specic function descriptions representing
either monitored data or actuator commands. An expert from the BMS domain
could create an exhaustive feature diagram that will be put in relation with a
UML component diagram as depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 2 presents high-level features that could be implemented in the
project. Each feature should be linked to other ones present in other feature
diagrams, such as the one in Figure 4.

4 Gathering Domain and IT Infrastructure Models
thanks to Model Driven Engineering
4.1

Software Product Line Application to Domain Models

As said before, smart building IT infrastructure should be able to achieve energetic simulation with monitored data and to optimize machine specic parameters (e.g. air stream in HVAC units) to enhance global building energy eciency.
A building model contains, among many others, information like:
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Fig. 4. Excerpt of a features diagram related to buildings domain




The kind of installed HVAC unit.
The presence or absence of thermostat in oces.
A building meta model contains a repository of the available kinds of com-

ponents that could be used while modelling a building, including for example:




List of HVAC parameters
List of sensor measure types
Figure 5 shows a small excerpt of components that could be instrumented in

an oce building.
Instrumenting all parameters is very expensive at a large scale. For instance,
it might not be always necessary to measure the power of light perceived by
human eye in oce building rooms. However there might be certain cases when it
is required by the client. Figure 6 depicts an excerpt of feature diagram describing
what kind of optimisation we can expect from instrumenting a building. E.g.
Room heating control is something that can be optimized by reducing ventilation

noise, if disturbing, or programmed to keep a constant temperature. The idea
would be to link features to the modelling artefact necessary to satisfy them. For
instance, selecting room light control feature would require instrumenting room
lights and being able to ll in the parameters:




light state to know whether a light is on or o,
light order to change the light state.

We explained earlier that some features could be expected from the installed
IT smart building infrastructure. Therefore, the possible software variations described in variability diagrams (as explained in [3]) should help people connecting the building to the RIDER system to check whether the right components
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Fig. 5. Excerpt of BMS components diagram

Fig. 6. Some features for instrumenting a building

are instrumented and reciprocally whether some optimization features could be
enabled at low cost because of already instrumented components.
If we want to enable the feature keep constant light power we shall be able
to check that the attribute light_measure in the component Lightning can be
lled by the underlying IT infrastructure.
The next section will present how software product lines could help in creating an IT architecture able to support the diversity outlined before.

4.2

Software Product Line Application to RIDER IT Architecture

One rst challenge related to smart buildings is that there exists a very large
set of available BMS, sensors, and actuators. BMS manufacturers must be able
to easily connect their products to the RIDER system to get the best of RIDER
optimization scenarios and analysis. Furthermore, depending on building owner
functional and nancial requirements, the kind of data to be monitored (e.g.
CO2 , human presence) or controlled (e.g. building mechanical ventilation fan
speed) vary widely.
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Hence, the RIDER architecture must be very scalable to the size of the
building or house, but also adaptable to the nature of optimizations we expect
from it and to the level of instrumentation. A base platform, as dened in [11],
should be used to allow easy component reuse:
A platform is any base of technologies on which other technologies
or processes are built. [11]
Such modular needs could be fullled by a software platform [12]. A platform
could use the Rational Asset Specication (RAS) to ease the reuse of specic developed or congured software applications. For instance, a database asset could
be reused when the client wants a posteriori analysis of measured data of his
building. Furthermore, functions of the features he chose to implement and the
size of the instrumented building, an estimation of the sizing of the necessary
servers could be made. Indeed, traceability trough architecture models and feature diagram could help to achieve a sizing of necessary servers and the cost of the
IT infrastructure. [13] shows the importance of traceability and gives informations for enabling traceability methods in a project. [14] presents a model-driven
component based software product line framework able to automate production
of many of product artefacts.
[15] describes how a base framework like the Open Services Gateway initiative
(OSGi) can support the variability of the instrumented part of the building. An
OSGi bundle could be a specic communication interface between RIDER IT
infrastructure and a specic BMS instrumenting a building. Such architecture
could greatly improve the openness of the project to other communication and
instrumentation standards.
Another problem we will face concerns energy optimization scenarios which
can be modelled by business rules. Feature diagrams could also be linked to the
elements managed in business rules. We could create feature diagrams describing scenario sets (such as Building heating optimization for grouping all kinds
of rules related to heating optimization). It could be interesting to suggest to
the nal user energy-eciency optimization scenarios according to the existing
possibilities of the infrastructure he chose (which depends on his nancial and
functional requirements).
A similar problem will be faced concerning data analysis. Indeed, some algorithms could be run exclusively when the BMS sends a large enough data
ow, or when enough data are at RIDER disposal. Feature diagrams could help
targeting the IT requirements of such algorithms. This contribution is also valid
for visualization methods.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives
In order to apply software product lines to create control systems for smart
buildings, we have presented how we plan to apply and extend existing concepts, like feature diagrams or extensible and component-based architectures, to
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this project. Based on theses concepts, our additional main challenges are the
following:
1. Gathering information from dierent domain experts to model their elds
by linking domain-specic concepts to requirements and IT components.
2. Managing the whole software life-cycle of a smart building related IT project.
It includes the following points:



Generating domain models from selected features. The generated models
would show the minimal building instrumentation requirements to satisfy



client expectations.
Specifying domain related features (e.g. available sensors, actuators,
building materials, etc.) and generate high-level feature diagrams (for
clients) containing only the features that could be implemented without
modifying the existing building instrumentation.

The next immediate step will be to synthesize existing feature diagrams semantics, that are the most pertinent for our needs, into a new meta model which
could be used as a basis for a plug-in integrated in a modelling tool. This will
be used as a basis to enable model transformations based on feature diagrams,
UML models and traceability through the dierent models.
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